Grapplers edged by Post 22-18

The Alumni Association dropped a 22-18 decision to the Post University Bobcats on Saturday. The two teams met in the Alumni Hall, but the Post Bobcats were able to edge ahead in the final minutes of the game to secure the margin of victory.

The game was a battle of nerves, with both teams struggling to find their rhythm. The Alumni Association started strongly, taking the lead early in the first quarter. However, the Post Bobcats fought back, with their strong defense and quick plays enabling them to tie the game at halftime. The second half was a seesaw battle, with both teams pushing for the lead. In the final minutes, the Post Bobcats made a crucial play, scoring a basket to secure their victory.

Coach Lewis substitutes freely, and Coach Sauers notes that Albany's younger players are improving. The team's performance was much improved over the past few games, and Coach Sauers is optimistic about the team's future.

--\n
AMIA basketball continued its winning run with a 22-18 victory over the Post University Bobcats. The team's defense was strong throughout the game, with the Huskies holding the Bobcats to just 18 points. The team's offense was also efficient, with the Huskies scoring a total of 22 points. The win improves AMIA's record to 8-1, putting them in a strong position to capture the league championship.

The game was a tight contest, with both teams sporting solid performances. AMIA's defense was a key factor in securing the win, with the team's defense holding the Bobcats to just 18 points. The team's offense was also strong, with the Huskies scoring a total of 22 points. The win improves AMIA's record to 8-1, putting them in a strong position to capture the league championship.

--\n
Sport Shorts

SUNY Albany 71-55; Reid Excels

The SUNY Albany basketball team recorded a balanced attack with the forwards scoring around 20 points each, and Reid leading the way with 25 points. Coach Lewis substituted freely, and Reid showed his range of skills from free throws to three-pointers.

After half-time Jack Adams hit seven points, Albany jumped out to the lead and defeated New Paltz with 8 markers. Potter Blub served as a key player in the Albany team's victory.

--\n
Welfare rally today at noon; spokesmen speak to NDC

By Dave Pack

The Welfare rally is scheduled to take place at noon today in the Campus Center. The rally is expected to attract a large crowd of students eager to support the cause.

The speakers at the rally will be a mix of community leaders and students. Some expected to speak include: Michael Chmielnicki, and Shariat for the New York State Welfare's Department, and Andrea Jones, a representative from the campus community.

The Welfare rally is part of a broader campaign to raise awareness about the issues facing students and to promote the rights and interests of student activists. The rally will feature performances by members of the Student Assembly and other campus organizations.

--\n
Census also discussed the matter of student reports on the campus facilities, which is being addressed by the student body. The administration has responded by ensuring that the reports are made available to the students. The administration has also stated that any changes made to the facilities will be discussed with the student body.

The Welfare rally is part of a broader campaign to raise awareness about the issues facing students and to promote the rights and interests of student activists. The rally will feature performances by members of the Student Assembly and other campus organizations.

--\n
POLLUTION OF CAMPUSS ENVIRONMENT DISCUSSED

By Liz Thayer

Environmental sciences junior Marla Buyers, a member of the Student Assembly, organized the rally. Buyers spoke about the need for more environmentally friendly practices on campus, including the reduction of waste and the use of sustainable materials.

The rally was attended by a large crowd of students and faculty members, who voiced their support for environmental solutions on campus. The administration has responded by committing to furthering environmental initiatives on campus.

--\n
Continued on next page
When we brew our beer, we brew the bubbles, too

Genesee Beer is one of the few brews in the country that comes by its sparkle naturally. The carbonation that gives Genesee its cool, clean taste is brewed right in by an age-old process called "krasenning" (kroy-zhen-ing). It's a slow, patient process of natural carbonation that keeps the sparkle in the beer, makes the head last longer, masks the beer taste better. Krasenning is just one more reason why Genesee is a little more exciting than any other beer. Try one today.

We do everything to bring you better beer

School of Education's ISSEP program to aid disadvantaged

School of Education's ISSEP program to aid disadvantaged

Why are those men laughing? Find out on The Don Adams Special: "Howdy for Hollywood..." brought to you by Budweiser, The King of Beers, Thursday, February 26, CBS TV, 8:30 pm. EST.
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Black Panthers. However, if the casters demanding tapes and subpoenas have been screed on do. what some federal attorneys are not, obliged to inform any area of whose purpose is to help the press is not an arm of a prosecutor—local, state and federal—clear wall between the tovern-

The philosophy of the song is that it's gonna want to be right back to you. "It's the first and longest. Singing this thing out of all the bad that's come your way, that's not the way it goes. There's no way I'm gonna let you out of my sight. And just because you're feeling good now, don't mean anything. Don't mean anything."

visitation • a clear wall

Frank Reynolds

The Constitution imposes a clear wall between the government and the press. It is not a barrier of protection, but a means of separation. This is the purpose of the wall; to keep the government from being influenced by the press and the press from being influenced by the government. The wall is a separation of the powers, a separation of the functions of the government and the press. The press is a body politic, separate and distinct from the government, and has the right to investigate, criticize, and report on the actions of the government. The government is not a newspaper and the press is not a government. The wall is a barrier to protect the press from the government, and the government from the press.

Joplin’s ‘Kosmic Blues’ Epitomizes Her Expression and Emotion

Tommy McCauley

With the foundation of the "Kosmic Kritik," people were demanding better and more meaningful music. Janis Joplin was one of the most important artists of the time, and her work epitomized her expression and emotion. Her music was a reflection of her life, and her life was a reflection of her music. Joplin’s "Kosmic Blues" is a powerful example of her expression and emotion.

Applications are available for at-large positions for Communications Commission

For more information, please contact the Communications Commission at communications@albanystudentpress.org.
When asked to comment on the game against Siena who sank two important baskets, Steve Sheehan said, "I was well below my season's average. Siena center maneuvers like a dream. He scored 11 points for the evening."
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AN INTERVIEW WITH THE MAYOR

by Barry Kitchen and Phil Center

the Mayor must now answer the charge that he is an obstructionist. Courting publicity, the Mayor has put himself at the center of every controversy, each of which he has worked very closely throughout the nation. He has become three events of national importance: the breakup of the Watergate group in the Senate...}

...the fact that the Senate of New York at Albany after a

...the first formal campaign speech for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination of the State of New York, late last night. As long as the campaign to challenge the war went on, the Mayor noted that an investigation

...at the University of New York at Albany in the

...the nation's worst public relations fiascos since the Watergate scandal and the attempted assassination of President Kennedy...}

...the American Legion which he compared his role to that of a "man...